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Gallerize Script Does your site have a photo gallery, or do you run a paysite with a members' area full of

pics? If you dread the painstaking process of making gallery pages and thumbnailing thousands of

images, Gallerize is the script for you! With Gallerize, making your photo gallery or paysite members' area

is as simple as: Step 1: Create directories and upload your JPGs Step 2: Upload a copy of Gallerize into

each directory Step 3: ... There is no Step 3!! Gallerize will automatically create thumbnails of all your

JPG images and display them in an attractive, multi-page gallery. Better yet, it's all done dynamically!

There are no hardcoded gallery pages to edit, so updating your site is as simple as uploading new JPGs

or removing old ones. Gallerize will generate thumbs for new images as they're added, and adjust the

gallery display automatically to accomodate new or deleted pics. With Gallerize, you control literally every

aspect of how your galleries are displayed. Use the default HTML template or make your own; adjust the

display parameters to tweak the layout. If you have a photo gallery, run a paysite, or are planning to open

a paysite then this script will save you hours if not days of work! FEATURES Completely automated

dynamic gallery creation finds all of the JPGs in the directory and builds the gallery display according to

your settings Use the built-in template or create your own template Automatically creates thumbnails of all

your JPG images and places them in the same directory You decide how you want the galleries to

appear, including being able to set such things as... Thumbnail width and height. Now with support for

auto ratio, if you specify the height only or width only, the other dimension will be calculated automatically

to keep the image aspect to scale! Font face and size Number of thumbnails to be displayed per row

Number of thumbnails to be displayed on each page Border, width, spacing, and color of the gallery

tables Toggle the display of each image's filename, dimensions, and file size on or off Support for

include()'ing your custom header and footer Support for custom link URLs instead of linking directly to the

fullsize image - for example, you can make the thumbnails link to a webmaster affiliate signup URL

instead of displaying the real pics "Page 1 - Page 2 - Page N" navigation links are generated

automatically by the script Saves you literally hours of gallery building time SUPER BONUS: Order now

and receive MASTER Resell Rights so you can sell Gallerize Script and keep 100 $$$ of the profits! You'll
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even get a copy of this sales page which you can easily customize!
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